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The #1 Home Inspection Company in the US
Friendly, prompt, and thorough home inspectors you can trust.®
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End-to-End Home Inspection Services to Suit Every Need
For 30 years, WIN Home Inspection has been offering  essential inspection services to home buyers, homeowners and home sellers nationwide. Clients love our variety of inspection services and how we utilize state-of-the-art equipment to bring peace of mind, address health and safety concerns, and help save money. It’s no wonder we’ve been rated #1!
Learn More About Our Services
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Gain peace of mind and buy your home with confidence.
Learn More
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Lead a healthier life, reduce safety risks and save money. 
Learn More
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Sell your home faster and avoid prolonged negotiations.
Learn More
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Delight your clients with prompt and exceptional service. 
Learn More







WIN is the Most Innovative Home Inspection Services Company
WIN offers the most extensive portfolio of inspection services nationwide to help keep our clients safe and healthy through their homeownership journey. To deliver actionable insights for hard-to-access spaces such as attics, roofs, chimneys, sewer drain lines, interior walls, vents and crawlspaces, we utilize state-of-the-art tools and technologies including infrared scanners, 3D and 2D imaging, scope cameras, robotics, and drones. Clients receive highly intuitive and visual inspection reports that also includes a one-of-its-kind proprietary appliance recall report. With our innovative WIN360 program paired with our drone technology, home sellers can showcase their homes to buyers anywhere, anytime to build trust, gain a listing advantage and sell their home faster.
WIN offers the most extensive portfolio of inspection services nationwide to help keep our clients safe and healthy through their homeownership journey. To deliver actionable insights for hard-to-access spaces such as attics, roofs, chimneys, sewer drain lines, interior walls, vents and crawlspaces, we utilize state-of-the-art tools and technologies including infrared scanners, 3D and 2D imaging, scope cameras, robotics, and drones. Clients receive highly intuitive and visual inspection reports that also includes a one-of-its-kind proprietary appliance recall report. With our innovative WIN360 program paired with our drone technology, home sellers can showcase their homes to buyers anywhere, anytime to build trust, gain a listing advantage and sell their home faster.
...Read More
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Essential Home Inspection Services Near You  for Every Stage of Your Homeownership Journey
All ServicesFor Home BuyersFor HomeownersFor Home Sellers
WIN is your one-stop solution with a variety of home inspection services. From your initial home purchase to ownership to selling, we are your trusted home inspection company to help you maintain health and safety throughout your homeownership journey.
*Each location is independently owned and operated. Not all services are available in all locations. Please contact your local WIN home inspector to see what services may be available in your area.
Full Home Inspection

Gain valuable insights on 300+ items to make a sound decision on your investment.Learn More



Healthy Home Check

Customize this service to save on costly repairs and protect your health, safety, and home.Learn More



Pre-Listing Inspection

Inspect your home proactively before listing it to identify issues and sell faster.Learn More



Commercial Inspection

Do your due diligence and learn about the condition of the property before investing in it.Learn More




Home Buyer Consultation

Get expert advice without a written report to make a quick, yet informed decision.Learn More



Home Seller Consultation

List your home confidently by identifying potential issues before the buyer’s inspection.Learn More



One-Year Warranty Inspection

Address issues and request repairs with your builder before the warranty expires.Learn More



Post-Close Inspection

A thorough inspection of a recently purchased home, giving peace of mind after closing.Learn More




Water Quality Test

Detect nitrates, bacteria and other contaminants in tap water that lead to health issues.Learn More



Radon-in-Water Test

Identify elevated radon levels in groundwater to eliminate its harmful health effects.Learn More



Septic Inspection

Ensure the septic system is free and clear of debris and is functioning properly. Learn More



Well Flow Test

Ensure adequate water flow from the well system to the home. Learn More





View More





What’s Included in a Full Home Inspection by WIN?
At WIN, during a Full Home Inspection we assess over 300 items in your home including roof, foundation, plumbing, electrical systems, HVAC, sewer lines, septic tank, attic, crawlspace, major appliances, interior walls, floors and ceilings. With our advanced training and specialized equipment, we examine hard-to-access areas of your home such as the roof, attic, crawlspace and basement that cost the most to mitigate and where significant health and safety issues may be lingering. When you book an inspection with WIN, you don’t just get a home inspection, you get a partner in your homeownership journey!
At WIN, during a Full Home Inspection we assess over 300 items in your home including roof, foundation, plumbing, electrical systems, HVAC, sewer lines, septic tank, attic, crawlspace, major appliances, interior walls, floors and ceilings. With our advanced training and specialized equipment, we examine hard-to-access areas of your home such as the roof, attic, crawlspace and basement that cost the most to mitigate and where significant health and safety issues may be lingering. When you book an inspection with WIN, you don’t just get a home inspection, you get a partner in your homeownership journey!
...Read More

























































Best Inspection Services for Home Buyers and Sellers to Make a Move with Confidence
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For 30 years, we’ve helped millions of clients identify and prevent health and safety issues, save money, and gain peace of mind with our highest rated home inspection services including Radon Testing, Mold Testing, WDO/WDI (Pest)... Read More
Services for Home Buyers|Services for Home Sellers
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WIN was knowledgeable and pleasant to work with. Highly recommend WIN!


Ryan T.
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HEALTHY HOME CHECK
Detect Small Issues Before 
They Become Big Problems in Your Home 
A Healthy Home Check is essential for homeowners to proactively identify health and safety issues that usually go undetected, and when addressed before they become big problems, can significantly improve your quality of life and enhance the value of your home. Examples include poor indoor air quality (e.g., mold, bacteria, and asbestos), hidden moisture, electrical hazards, blockages in wastewater lines, and avoidable issues with your home’s roof, HVAC, and other major systems. To help you lead a better life in your home, we utilize specialized equipment, including infrared cameras, drones, radon monitors, and scope cameras to identify harmful issues, help you develop a cost-effective mitigation plan, and bring you peace of mind.
A Healthy Home Check is essential for homeowners to proactively identify health and safety issues that usually go undetected, and when addressed before they become big problems, can significantly improve your quality of life and enhance the value of your home. Examples include... Read More

Explore Healthy Home Check


Explore About WIN

Top Rated Home Inspection Company
2 Million+
Satisfied Clients

35+
Services

200,000+
Trusted REALTORS® 
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WIN Appliance Recall

Your WIN home inspection includes the industry’s only proprietary and fully automated appliance recall report.
LEARN MORE





WIN Concierge

This program helps you seamlessly transfer your utilities while providing you with attractive offers on essential services, like internet.
LEARN MORE





Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
LEARN MORE





WIN Appliance Recall

Your WIN home inspection includes the industry’s only proprietary and fully automated appliance recall report.
LEARN MORE





WIN Concierge

This program helps you seamlessly transfer your utilities while providing you with attractive offers on essential services, like internet.
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Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
LEARN MORE





WIN Appliance Recall

Your WIN home inspection includes the industry’s only proprietary and fully automated appliance recall report.
LEARN MORE





WIN Concierge

This program helps you seamlessly transfer your utilities while providing you with attractive offers on essential services, like internet.
LEARN MORE





Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
LEARN MORE










*Each location is independently owned and operated. Not all services are available in all locations. Please contact your local WIN home inspector to see what services may be available in your area.





Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
Learn More





WIN Appliance Recall

Your WIN home inspection includes the industry’s only proprietary and fully automated appliance recall report.
Learn More





WIN Concierge

This program helps you seamlessly transfer your utilities while providing you with attractive offers on essential services, like internet.
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Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
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Your WIN home inspection includes the industry’s only proprietary and fully automated appliance recall report.
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Drone Roof Inspection

WIN Home Inspection includes drone technology to accurately inspect hard to reach areas of the roof.
Learn More
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*Each location is independently owned and operated. Not all services are available in all locations. Please contact your local WIN home inspector to see what services may be available in your area.



Real Estate Agents Put Their Trust in WIN for all Their Clients’ Needs
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This is the best company I've seen yet. The inspection report is very detailed. Dan is THE MAN. Well knowledgeable. WIN Home Inspection is definitely at the top of my list.


Delquinn J.






WIN home inspectors are the most frequently recommended home inspectors by real estate agents, who appreciate our friendliness, professionalism, and consultative approach. We are solution-oriented and easily accessible before, during and after the home inspection. Realtor safety and well-being is paramount to us, which is why WIN home inspectors arrive in WIN branded vehicles and apparel.
	Work with punctual inspectors who have extensive training in customer service

	Receive a visual home inspection report in less than 24 hours

	Schedule a home inspection quickly and easily via phone, text, or online


For listing agents, to help your clients sell their homes faster, we offer innovative and highly cost-effective WIN360 services that include a 3D house tour, a 2D floor plan, and drone aerial footage, allowing potential buyers to walk through the home anytime, anywhere.
To help streamline transactions for real estate agents, you’ll have access to our innovative and easy-to-use Real Estate Dashboard (R.E.D.), which will give you a snapshot of inspections at your fingertips and help you schedule new home inspections instantly.
Learn More About R.E.D.
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This is the best company I've seen yet. The inspection report is very detailed. Dan is THE MAN. Well knowledgeable. WIN Home Inspection is definitely at the top of my list.


Delquinn J.








WIN is Redefining the Home Inspection Industry
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Highly trained, certified, 
and insured inspectors
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State-of-the-art tools
 and techniques
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Prompt and 
  professional services
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Easy-to-read reports 
 within 24 hours



FIND YOUR LOCAL INSPECTOR
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30+
Years of Legacy









WIN Home Inspection Reviews

READ ALL REVIEWS

WIN was great to work with. Very professional and thorough. Would highly recommend Lee with WIN! Thanks again! 

Geoff K.






WIN made it convenient for me and was very thorough! I highly recommend them. 

Lance E.






WIN was knowledgeable and pleasant to work with. Highly recommend WIN! 

Ryan T.
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Read all our reviews


Read the Latest Insights 
Explore trending topics to maintain and protect your home, your most valuable investment.
EXPLORE ALL
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Our Homes Are Central to Our Well Being. Don’t Settle for Anything Less Than a WIN! 

BOOK AN INSPECTION
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Subscribe to WIN

*Each location is independently owned and operated. Not all services are available in all locations. Please contact your local WIN home inspector to see what services may be available in your area.
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